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DataShare Overview 
 Brainchild of Michael Weiner, M.D. 
 Since then: 
 
Goal 
Simplify data deposit for UCSF researchers in  
order to facilitate widespread data sharing 
• User-centered 
• Easy to use interface 
• Self-service 
• Minimal metadata 
• Format and subject agnostic 
 
 
 

Prompted to log 
in via campus 
account 


• Dataset sent to DataShare repository 
• Receive doi, citation 
• Record available in MyDatasets 
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Publicity and Marketing 
• Researchers with 
funder/publisher 
requirements 
• Data Managers 
• Lab Managers 
• Recipients of OA funding 
• OA Week events 
• Group presentations 
• Campus-wide tech fair 
• Integrated into postdoc and 
graduate level courses 
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Case Study 1 
“We’re done with this data.  We’ve picked all 
the fruit.” - Data Manager, Women's Health Research Group 
• NIH study concluded, findings published 
• Requests from other researchers 
• No obvious home for data (e.g., subject 
repository) 
 
 
Case Study 2 
 I want to share my data, but my current 
method is costly. - Professor, Dept. of Biochemistry and Biophysics 
• Repository currently using too cumbersome 
• Actual cost vs time cost 
• Dataset size  
• Long-term storage 
Case Study 3 
 I need something for a grant I’m writing.    
 - Divisional Analyst, OBGYN & Associate Professor, Dept. of Medicine 
• Immediate need to fulfill grant proposal 
Other Use Cases 
 Outside collaborators 
 HIPPA compliance 
 Continuously updated dataset 
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Lessons Learned 
 It’s hard to get noticed 
 It’s even harder to break existing patterns of  
data sharing 
 User feedback is key 
 Insert at point of pain/need 
 
 
Next Steps 
 Continue usability testing and user interviews 
 More outreach and marketing 
 Develop stronger partnerships   
 Develop a deeper data management toolkit 
 Participate in further development of             
DataShare at a UC-wide level 
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